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Two kinds of yield-line analysis:

• For floor-slabs subject to ‘out-of-
plane’ face loads (NOT what this 
paper is about) and

• For walls and beams subject to ‘in-
plane’ loads and plane-stress 
situations; this is what this paper is 
about!

Plastic analysis of strong-column 
frames for bending;

Cambridge c1935 Baker, Horne, Roderick & Heyman

Charles Whitney c1942
Current ‘ultimate strength’ bending theory applied to a coupling-beam.
Principal directions are parallel and perpendicular to yield-line which is 

perpendicular to member.



M.P. Nielsen shear mechanism c1973
Vertical displacement: longitudinal rebars NOT yielding

Leads one to focus on angle of diagonal compression-field
crossing the yield-line/zone

Three kinds of yield lines:
1. Bending yield-lines involve relative rotation about a 

centre along the length of the yield-line. Principal 
strains are parallel and perpendicular to yield-lines. 
These are sufficient for ordinary beams. There are no 
diagonal compression-fields crossing yield-lines in 
ordinary beams. There are diagonal compression-
fields elsewhere in ordinary beams but they are not 
part of the yield mechanism.

2. Translation yield involve a relative translation which 
does not vary along the length of the yield-line. 
Required for coupling-beam mechanisms.

3. Hyperbolic yield-lines involve relative rotation about a 
centre not on the yield-line or prolongation. I have not 
used them.

Whitney generalised: dogleg bending mechanism. Three kinds of beams:
• Gravity-dominated ordinary beams;

– Negative hinge at one end plus coplanar positive 
hinge near mid-span. The negative hinge is a dogleg 
(bending) or double dogleg (bending + shear). 
Capacity design to force bending failure uses statics 
of the dd.

• Earthquake-dominated ordinary beams;
– Negative hinge at one end plus positive hinge at the 

other end. Ditto. The positive hinge is single dogleg 
because the shear is smaller.

• Coupling beams. 
– Translation mechanisms.



Single doglegs for ‘ordinary’ beams Double doglegs for ‘ordinary’ beams

Hanging the shear
The hanger yield-segment at the double dogleg end of an 

ordinary beam. Both yield-lines are flexural.
All of the shear must be hung by transverse rebars.



Change of pace: Separation mode for coupling-beams
Strains and Mohr’s circle in translation yield-lines
Principal directions bisect directions of zero direct strain

More usual coupling-beam mechanism Double dogleg each end without gravity load



Questions: Important & unimportant

• What about the angle of the diagonal 
compression struts for ordinary beams?

• What about the rest of the span? Cut-off 
(curtailment) of longitudinal bars!

• Minimum reinforcement content for 
transverse and for mid-depth longitudinal 
rebars.

• Elasto-plastic analysis; will it make a big 
difference?

Strains and Mohr’s circle in translation yield-lines
Principal directions bisect directions of zero direct strain
Principal tension strain > principal compressive strain.


